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Tester Richard Newland

Time tested Seven years/7000 miles

What’s good? You know how some manufacturers just can’t 

do any wrong? Kriega fall into that group. I’ve been using 

their rucksacks and tailpacks for over a decade, and rate them as close 

to faultless as you can get. I’ve got both a US10 (10-litre) and this US20 

(20-litre), and while I sometimes use them together, the most used is 

definitely the US20 you see here. It’s my go-to bag when I need more 

capacity than my (equally great) Kriega R30 rucksack can cope with. 

Whatever bike you’re riding, the simple pack attaches in a matter of minutes, 

and never budges once in place. The new versions come with alloy hooks to 

attach to the bike, making the process even faster than my old version here. 

I’ve ridden in baking heat, serious snow, and persistent torrential rain, and 

not once has any of the kit I stashed inside come out any different to how it 

went in. It’s simplicity itself to use, extremely rugged and durable. 

What’s not? Nothing, unless you’re someone who happens to think that £75 

is a steep price for a 20-litre tailpack.  

Contact www.kriega.com Quality ����� Value �����

Tester Michael Guy

Time tested Six months/750 miles

What’s good? I used this jacket at all 

of the All Terrain Rally Challenge races 

I entered in 2015. It’s a essentially a tough see-through plastic 

garment that goes over off-road armour and a race shirt. It’s 

brilliant at keeping off the worst of the rain and particularly wind, 

which in turn keeps me warm – a major asset in some of the 

freezing races I’ve been involved in. While the thought of wearing 

a plastic jacket conjures up images of excessive sweating, there’s 

no worry as there are large mesh vents running down either side. 

This is an essential and well-used item 

in my off-road kit.

What’s not? This 

is my second 

mud jacket from 

Alpinestars. My 

first one began 

to split around 

the collar and 

unfortunately 

my second 

one is doing exactly 

the same. The likely 

cause is the high-speed 

riding and resulting wind 

damage. 

Contact www.

alpinestars.com

Quality �����

Value ���� 

Tester Andy Downes

Time tested Nine months

What’s good? This intelligent charger has been 

working to keep the battery charged and maintained 

on my Yamaha MT-07 while I have been riding work bikes and it 

has been working almost constantly since Spring 2015. I had a 

bad experience in the past when a cheap charger fried a battery 

on my old Honda CBR600F-W so I’ve been hesitant to try cheap 

ones since. There have been no such issues with this charger, 

which constantly checks the charge and tops up when necessary. 

The unit will work to recover depleted batteries even if they have 

sulphated. It works on all sorts of 12v battery types.

What’s not? The battery lead that connects to the charger has no 

waterproof cover so when I’m riding in poor weather or washing 

the bike it gets wet. Other chargers I have used have a removable 

cover on the charging plug.

Contact www.thekeycollection.co.uk

Quality ����� Value �����

Kriega US20 Drypack tailpack £75

Alpinestars MX Mud jacket £44.99

Gear Gremlin intelligent 12v 
battery charger £49.99
Gear Gremlin intelligent 12v 
battery charger £49.99

NINE
MONTHS

SIX
MONTHS

Oxford X30 Tailpack £99.99
The sportier of Oxford’s tailpacks has more 

streamlined looks, nicer quality internals and 

stiffening inserts so the bag can better support 

the loaded weight. It also comes in red, blue or 

external pockets and Oxford’s trusty bungee/

underseat strap mounting system. 

 Enter until: March 31

RST Thermotech Gloves 
£149.99

Banish cold hands with these 

battery-operated heated gloves. 

Two lightweight batteries are 

stored in pockets in each cuff and 

there are three heat settings. We 

have a pair to give away 

in size medium. 

Enter until: March 31

Mammoth U 
Disc Lock £40

Small and light enough to store 

in luggage or under the seat, disc 

locks make it more difficult for 

would-be thieves to wheel a bike 

away when it’s parked in town. 

The disc lock can also be used 

to secure a chain.

Enter until: March 31

WIN
Want to get your hands on some top biking goodies 

for free? It’s easy, register and enter now at 

winit.motorcyclenews.com

BIKING 
GOODIES

Small and light enough to store 

in luggage or under the seat, disc 

locks make it more difficult for 

would-be thieves to wheel a bike 

away when it’s parked in town. 

The disc lock can also be used 

7000
MILES

Oxford X30 Tailpack £99.99

RST Thermotech Gloves 

Banish cold hands with these 

battery-operated heated gloves. 

Two lightweight batteries are 

stored in pockets in each cuff and 

there are three heat settings. We 

have a pair to give away 

BREATH EXHAUST IS A SIMPLE 

DEVICE THAT REMOVES ALL BREATH 

VAPOUR FROM YOUR VISOR AREA
Extremely effective in 
cold or wet conditions, 
the Breath Exhaust has 

been tested for over 
10,000km on the road, 
at the race track and 

at temperatures as low 
as -5˚C.

Order now and make 
your ride clearer 
and safer in bad 

conditions.

Available at www.Breathexhaust.com
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www.carbtune.com

CARBTUNE PRO
Carb and fuel injection throttle balancer.
��	s test scored the new Carbtune highest, the most accurate multi-
gauge device and the only tool “Recommended”.
Buy direct online or by mail, phone, fax or email.
Quick dispatch. Technical advice and back-up.

Full instructions and guarantee, Nitrile hoses and stronger dampers. 
5mm and 6mm adapters to fi t virtually any bike.
4-column works on twins, triples and fours.

2-column – £45

4-column – £59
Quality storage TOOLPOUCH £9 if bought with Carbtune Pro. 

Visit website for details.

Pay with credit or debit card or cheques/PO payable to:

Morgan Carbtune Ltd, Unit 33N Townsend Enterprise Park,

Townsend Street, Belfast BT13 2ES, UK.

Tel: 028 9023 9007 Fax: 028 9024 7294

Email: morgan@carbtune.com
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Protective 

bike gear - 

textiles, leathers 

& gloves

www.max-mph.com

H E A R I N G      P R O T E C T I O N

Reusable Non Blocking 
Earplugs

HEAR SOUNDS AND WARNINGS
AT SAFE LEVELS

Free UK Delivery

www.proguarduk.co.uk   Tel - 02086394440
Check out MCN review at 
www.motorcyclenews.com and search Proguard

Discount

Code expires

31st May 2016

RRP £14.95 - 15% OFF USING
DISCOUNT COUPON MCN0609

BIKEDRYERS.CO.UK  020 8445 6811

SIDEKICK BIKE DRYER

& FREE 3FT HOSE!*
240V
CE UKFight rust & corrosion all year 

round with  Metro’s 
acclaimed Sidekick Bike 
Dryer. *Use coupon code: 
MCNP224. Valid to 31/02/16.

Mon–Fri 8am–8pm, Sat 9am–5pm, Sun 10am–4pm. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 
fi rm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

0800 093 5577

Call now for a Bike insurance quoteGET IT WITHGET IT WITHGET IT WITHThe BEST 
place to buy  
biking  kit!


